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Molecular cloning methods based on primer and overlap-extension PCR are widely used
due to their simplicity, reliability, low cost and high efficiency. In this article, an efficient
mega primer-mediated (MP) cloning strategy for chimaeragenesis and long DNA fragment
insertion is presented. MP cloning is a seamless, restriction/ligation-independent method
that requires only three steps: (i) the first PCR for mega primer generation; (ii) the second
PCR for exponential amplification mediated by the mega primers and (iii) DpnI digestion
and transformation. Most importantly, for chimaeragenesis, genes can be assembled and
constructed into the plasmid vector in a single PCR step. By employing this strategy, we
successfully inserted four DNA fragments (approximately 500 bp each) into the same vec-
tor simultaneously. In conclusion, the strategy proved to be a simple and efficient tool for
seamless cloning.

Introduction
Seamless cloning and gene fusion are efficient tools for protein engineering, protein functional stud-
ies, protein production, promoter and exon studies and genome manipulation [1]. With the develop-
ment of next-generation sequencing, high-throughput (HTP) recombinant DNA technologies are ur-
gently required for protein engineering and heterologous protein expression to study the cellular and
biochemical functions of proteins/peptides. With the development of high-fidelity DNA polymerases
and PCR technology, many innovative seamless cloning methods based on primers and PCR have dra-
matically promoted the efficiency of DNA manipulation. For example, enzyme-free cloning [2] utilizes
a compatible set of tailed and non-tailed primers (eight primers) to generate DNA fragments and lin-
ear vectors with cohesive ends, which can be directly transformed into Escherichia coli. The method is
restriction/ligation-independent and easy to perform; however, it still requires the careful design of several
primers to ensure the successful amplification of fragments and linearized vectors. A more straightfor-
ward, efficient and reliable method to clone one fragment into a destination vector is restriction-free (RF)
cloning [3] or overlap-extension cloning (OEC) [4]. In a similar method to QuickChangeTM site-directed
mutagenesis (Stratagene, CA 92037, U.S.A.), RF cloning inserts a complete gene without the introduction
of unwanted extra sequences, such as restriction sites or recombinant sequences. In addition, the primer
design is simple and only a pair of hybrid primers is required (5′-end of the primer complementary to the
target gene and 3′-end of the primer complementary to the insertion site of the cloning vector). However,
one significant disadvantage of RF cloning is its low DNA product yield due to linear amplification. In
our experience, DNA fragment insertion over 1 kb shows low efficiency and usually calls for the extensive
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optimization of PCR conditions using RF cloning.
To solve this problem, several methods derived from RF cloning have been established to improve the efficiency of

mega primer- and PCR-based cloning. Exponential Megapriming PCR (EMP) cloning [5] and Inverse Fusion PCR
cloning (IFPC) [6] obviously improve the size of inserts (up to 2.5 kb) by the introduction of an assistant primer to
ensure exponential amplification. However, both methods require phosphorylation and ligation of the final products
from the second round of PCR to ensure efficiency, which adds to labour and cost. Another modified version, Circular
Polymerase Extension cloning (CPEC) [7], uses two pairs of primers to amplify target DNA and linearize recipient
vectors in two separate PCRs. In the second PCR, the insert (single or hybridized) and vector extends using each other
as a template until they extend into a circular plasmid with two nicks. These cloning strategies provide alternatives
for DNA manipulation and greatly increase the success rate of the construction of recombinant vectors.

Inspired by the cloning methods mentioned above, we present an efficient mega primer-mediated (MP) cloning
strategy named as MP cloning, which is amenable to both chimaera construction and long DNA fragment (over 1
kb) insertion. The cloning method requires only two PCR steps: (i) mega primer preparation and (ii) circular am-
plification. The products of the second PCR are digested by DpnI to eliminate the parent DNA and transformed
into competent cells. The entire process can be accomplished within one day. Interestingly, purification of the prod-
ucts of the second PCR can dramatically improve cloning efficiency, although the mechanism is still not clear. As
proof-of-concept experiments, using the MP cloning strategy, we successfully constructed pGADT7-2000 chimaera
(two 1-kb fragments assembly), pcDNA3.1-2000 (four fragments assembly, 0.5 kb each) and pET40-NusA (a 1485-bp
fragment insertion). Compared with RF cloning and other derivatives, MP cloning shows a much higher efficiency
for longer fragment insertion and fragment assembly.

Materials and methods
PCR conditions
All primers were purchased from Sangon (Shanghai, China). The primer sequences are listed in the Supplementary
material. High-fidelity DNA polymerase (KOD-Plus-Neo) was purchased from TOYOBO (Osaka, Japan). In the first
PCR, DNA fragments were amplified by 20-pmol primers supplemented with 1× reaction buffer, 0.4 mM of dNTPs,
1 mM of MgSO4, 1 U of DNA polymerase and 1–50 ng of template DNA in 50 μl of reaction mixtures. Cycling
parameters for PCR were 94◦C for 2 min, denaturing at 98◦C for 10 s, annealing at 60◦C for 30 s and elongation at
68◦C for 30 cycles (2 kb/min); these steps were followed by a final 10-min extension step. The target fragments were
purified by gel purification using a DNA purification kit (TianGen, Beijing, China). In the second PCR, 50–200 ng
of purified fragments were used as mega primers and mixed with 1–100 ng of recipient plasmid, which is purified
from methylase positive DH5α cells, supplemented with 1× PCR Buffer, 0.4 mM of dNTPs, 1 mM of MgSO4 and 1
U of DNA polymerase in a 50-μl reaction mixture. Cycling parameters for PCR were 94◦C for 2 min, denaturing at
98◦C for 10 s, annealing at 60◦C for 30 s and elongation at 68◦C for 30 cycles (2 kb/min) followed by a final 10-min
extension step.

DNA products from the second PCR were purified by a Universal DNA Purification Kit (TianGen, Beijing, China)
followed by DpnI digestion. Approximately 8 μl of purified products supplemented with 1 μl of 10× reaction buffer
were digested by 1 μl of FastDigestTM DpnI (Fermentas, Burlington, Canada) at 37◦C for 1 h.

Transformation, colony PCR and restriction enzyme verificatiion
DNA products were chemically transformed into DH5α competent cells (the transformation efficiency is approxi-
mately 3 × 106 colonies/μg PUC plasmid), which were produced in our laboratory. All cells were spread on to LB plates
containing ampicillin sodium or kanamycin and incubated overnight. Colony PCR was performed using DreamTaq
DNA polymerase (Fermentas, Burlington, Canada) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Further sequence
validation by sequencing was performed by Sangon (Shanghai, China). Plasmids were extracted by the TIANprep
Mini Plasmid Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China). Digestion by FastDigestTM NdeI and FastDigestTM XhoI (Fermentas)
was performed at 37◦C for 1 h.

Results and discussion
Chimaeragenesis by MP cloning
Chimaeragenesis is a useful tool for the study of relationships of protein structure and function. For example, by
constructing different voltage-gated channel subtypes chimaeras, chimaeragenesis already revealed some important
gating properties of the less-characterized sodium channels, such as Nav1.9 and Nav1.8 [8,9]. Chimaeragenesis, by
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which two or more DNA modules could be stitched together, is generally achieved by in vivo [10] or/and in vitro [11]
recombination or overlap-extension PCR [12,13]. These methods are greatly useful for chimaeragenesis construc-
tion; however, they still have their limitations in barricading HTP-cloning applications. For example, HTP cloning
[11] based on the Gateway cloning system utilizes expensive ClonaseTM (Invitrogen Corp.) to incorporate fragments
carrying attB1 and attB2 recombination sites into vectors carrying attP1 and attP2 recombination sites. Moreover,
the method relies on low efficiency in vivo recombination in E. coli to form intact recombinant plasmids. Chimaera
construction using multiple-template-based sequential PCRs [13] requires extra subcloning steps for assembling frag-
ments into the recipient vector by the restriction enzyme. Chimaeragenesis by MP cloning described here is a more
efficient and economical strategy because the target genes can be integrated into the destination vector only by two
PCRs rather than by the use of expensive recombination enzymes or multi-cloning steps, and the total task can be
accomplished within one day.

The principle of MP cloning is illustrated in Figure 1A. To construct a chimaera of target gene 1 (target 1) and
target gene 2 (target 2) into the destination vector, two pairs of primers were used. The primer pair F1/R1 and the
primer pair F2/R2 were used to amplify target 1 and target 2 in the first round of PCR (first PCR) respectively. The
5′-regions of the primers F1 and R2 were homologous to the insertion site in the destination vector with a Tm of 70◦C,
and the 3′-regions of the primers F1 and R2 were homologous to the target genes with a Tm of 70◦C. The value of Tm
is calculated according to the formula: Tm =4(A + T) + 2(G + C). R1 and F2 were internal primers with approximately
25-bp homologous sequences at 5′-end and their 3′-regions were homologous to target genes with a Tm of 70◦C. In
the first PCR, the flanked target products were enriched by gel purification individually. The purified products were
subsequently utilized as mega primers (M1, M2, M3 and M4) in the second PCR.

Theoretically, two steps were involved in the second PCR. In the first step, M1 and M4 annealed to the destination
plasmid and amplified the total sequence exponentially to yield a linear, nicked recombinant plasmid with redundant
homologous ends (product i); meanwhile, M2 and M3 annealed to each other and elongated into another pair of mega
primers (M5 and M6). In the second step, M5 and M6 annealed to product i and elongated into intact recombinant
plasmids with two nicks. In total, four types of productive recombinant vectors (product i, ii, iii and iv) were gen-
erated in the second PCR and can be subsequently transformed into E. coli competent cells and repaired. However,
product i with redundant homologous ends was transformed into E. coli less efficiently and circularized by in vivo
recombination in the RecA-independent pathway with low efficiency [14]. In contrast, the other products (ii, iii and
iv) with annealed overhangs are more stable and can be transformed into E. coli with much higher efficiency. The
template is exponentially amplified in the first step of the second PCR so that the amount of the template plasmid
could be very low (1–10 ng), which allows the background to remain at a minimal level.

As a proof-of-concept experiment, two different genes (1000 bp each) were inserted between NdeI and XhoI re-
striction sites in pGADT7 (∼7.9 kb, Clontech) by MP cloning to construct a pGADT7-2000 chimaera (Figure 1B,C).
After the second PCR, the estimated target DNA (∼9.9 kb) was gel purified and identified by restriction enzyme
digestion (NdeI and XhoI). As expected, corresponding bands were observed at approximately 7.9 kb and 2 kb on the
gel.

As shown in Figure 1D, 17 colonies were randomly picked and the recombinant plasmids were purified and identi-
fied by restriction enzyme digestion (NdeI/XhoI). All the clones containing the expected 2-kb fragment were identical
with the length of the target chimaera. The sequence of the chimaera was further confirmed by DNA sequencing, and
the results showed that all the sequenced chimaeras were correct. Because chimaeras consisted of fragments of varied
lengths, it is advisable that equal moles of mega primers be used in the second PCR.

The products of the second PCR could be directly digested by DpnI to eliminate parental plasmid. Interestingly, the
amount of resultant colonies per plate could be significantly enhanced if an additional purification step was performed
before DpnI digestion. Dilution of the second PCR products and then direct DpnI digestion could also enhance
cloning efficiency (Figure 2). The mechanism is not verified here, but it is speculated because the 3′-exonuclease ac-
tivity of high-fidelity DNA polymerase during DpnI digestion, which was utilized to develop the FastCloning method
[15], can impair the nicked recombinant plasmid and improve cloning efficiency. Although it presents low efficiency,
direct digestion may be a preferable choice that can save time and cost and absolutely satisfy routine chimaera con-
struction as well.

Chimaera with a total length of 6000 bp (containing two fragments, 3 kb each) have been successfully constructed
by MP cloning, although the cloning efficiency drops with a positive rate of 30% (results not shown). The efficiency
might be improved by the application of DNA polymerase with superior processivity and fidelity in the future [16].
The protocol presented here works quite well for chimaeragenesis, although some parameters could be optimized. It
was shown that the reaction conditions are quite flexible and compatible, including primer lengths (50–60 bp), PCR
(second) cycles (25–30), annealing temperature (55–70◦C), the amount of mega primers (50–200 ng) applied to the
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Figure 1. Overview of MP cloning

(A) Schematic diagram and flowchart of MP cloning. Target gene 1 and target gene 2 were marked grey and orange respectively. The blue

part on primer R1 and F2 was homologous with a length of 25 bp derived from target genes (target 1, target 2 or both). M1, M2, M3, M4,

M5 and M6 denoted mega primers. (B) Construction of pGADT7-2000 chimaera. Lane 1 and lane 2: products (1000 bp) of first PCR, which

acted as mega primers (M1 and M2, M3 and M4) in second PCR. Lane 3: products of second PCR. Lane 4: DNA molecular weight marker.

Target DNA products were gel purified (lane 5) and identified by NdeI/XhoI (lane 6). (C) The map of pGADT7-2000 chimaera. (D) Restriction

enzyme verification of positive clones by NdeI and XhoI. M: DNA molecular weight marker; P: a pGADT7-2000 chimaera plasmid was used

as a control; 1–17: 17 randomly picked clones digested by NdeI and XhoI.

second PCR and the template plasmid in the second PCR (1–100 ng). It should be noted that an inherent limitation of
the PCR-based cloning is that a mutation may be introduced into the constructs during elongation even if high-fidelity
DNA polymerase was used; thus, sequencing for confirmation of the correct target genes is still required.

In addition to two-fragment chimaeragenesis, we asked whether more DNA fragments could be assembled by MP
cloning. Four 500-bp fragments derived from rNav1.4 (GenBank: Y17153.1) were amplified and purified as mega
primers (Figure 3). In the second PCR, the mega primers took the vector as a template and amplified, and the four
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Figure 2. Comparison of cloning efficiency by different modes of processing of DNA products of the second PCR

Different treatments of DNA products from the second PCR were compared: directly digested by DpnI (PCR products), diluted followed

by DpnI digestion (Diluted) and purified followed by DpnI digestion (Purified). Equal volume (5 μl) of DNA products were transformed into

competent cells respectively. The colony number per plate was counted to estimate cloning efficiency. The results are the mean +− S.E.M.

of three independent experiments; **P<0.01 compared with Purified.

Figure 3. MP cloning for multi-fragment assembly

(A) Schematic diagram for multi-fragment assembly. (B) Four 500-bp fragments were assembled in the second round of PCR. The target

band is denoted by an arrow.

fragments were assembled into the plasmid vector pCDNA3.1 (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for details). Until
now, the MP cloning strategy worked well for an assembly of four short fragments (<500 bp). The number and sizes
of the fragments assembled by MP cloning are still to be validated.

Long DNA fragment insertion/replacement by MP cloning
Using the same principle as chimaeragenesis, MP cloning can also be applied to seamlessly clone a single DNA frag-
ment (especially longer than 1 kb) into the vector. Comparison with another widely used seamless cloning method
(RF cloning), it was proven that the MP cloning is more effective for longer fragment insertion. Compared with RF
cloning (Figure 4A), which only needs F1 and R2 primers, MP cloning needs two extra middle primers (R1 and F2).
In the first PCR, using MP cloning, the target DNA fragment is divided into two parts by two pairs of primers, which
are used as mega primers in the following PCR. The two pairs of mega primers can exponentially amplify destination
plasmids in the second PCR rather than linearly amplify them when using RF cloning, which greatly improves the
success rate of long-fragment insertion. To the best of our knowledge, RF cloning can work well for fragments shorter
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Figure 4. DNA fragments insertion by MP cloning

(A) Schematic comparison of MP cloning and RF cloning. (B) Target DNA yields by MP and RF. Lane 1: DNA molecular weight marker. By MP

cloning, the target gene was dissociated into two parts (lane 2 and lane 3) and amplified. The two parts acted as mega primers in the second

PCR (lane 4, in which the 10-ng template plasmid was used and lane 7, in which the 100-ng template DNA was used). For RF cloning, the

target was amplified by F1 and R2 and used as a mega primer in the second PCR (lane 6, in which the 10-ng template was used, and

lane 6 in which the 100-ng template was used). (C) Screening by colony PCR. M: DNA molecular weight marker; 1–24: 24 randomly picked

colonies identified by PCR. The length of inserts was 1500 bp.

than 1000 bp, whereas the efficiency of another OEC is also reduced as the length of inserts increases [17], and the
target band cannot always be detected on the gel electrophoresis assay due to the linear amplification of the plasmid
[5]. Moreover, for RF cloning, larger fragments might not anneal to the destination vector efficiently because of the
very long unmatched portion (the loop portion, Figure 4A) flanked by F1 and R2 constitutes a hindrance.

To insert a 1485-bp gene into the pET-40b vector (6190 bp, Novagen), RF cloning and MP cloning were used
and compared (Figure 4B). Interestingly, the target band could still be detected by MP cloning using the template
plasmid if the amount was 10 ng in the second PCR; in contrast, using RF cloning, the band was hardly detected
by gel electrophoresis even when a template plasmid up to 100 ng was used. Still, purification of the products of the
second PCR ahead of DpnI digestion could dramatically increase the resultant colonies compared with the unpurified
group. Thousands of colonies per plate could be harvested by MP cloning, whereas only 15 colonies appeared on the
plate by RF cloning; this finding is even the case when a template plasmid up to 100 ng was used in the second PCR.
Twenty-four colonies were randomly selected by MP cloning and identified by bacterial colony PCR and all the clones
were positive (Figure 4C). The MP cloning we developed showed higher efficiency and is more suitable for longer
fragment insertion than RF cloning.
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Conclusion
One drawback of MP cloning is that mutation(s) may be introduced during elongation. However, in our case, mu-
tations introduced by DNA polymerases are rarely observed. Moreover, with the improvement of high-fidelity DNA
polymerases and less PCR cycles, the problem can be well handled. It is expected that the MP cloning might be de-
veloped to a HTP cloning tool to satisfy the needs of the rapid increase in functional genomic studies and protein
engineering.
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